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Non-monochromatic whistler waves detected by Kaguya
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Non-monochromatic fluctuations of the magnetic field over the frequency range of 0.03–10 Hz were detected
by Kaguya at an altitude of 100 km above the lunar surface. The fluctuations were almost always observed on the
solar side of the moon, irrespective of the local lunar crustal field. They were also detected just nightside of the
terminator (SZA < 123◦), but were absent around the center of the wake. The level of the fluctuation enhanced
over the wide range from 0.03 to 10 Hz, with no clear peak frequency. The fluctuations had the compressional
component, and the polarization was not clear. The fluctuations were supposed to be whistler waves generated
by the protons reflected by the lunar surface. The reflected protons are scattered in various directions, resulting a
wide range of distribution of the velocity component parallel to the magnetic field. It may account for the wide
range of frequency as observed, through cyclotron resonance of the wave with the reflected ions, in which the
resonant frequency depends on the velocity component parallel to the magnetic field. However, there is also the
possibility that the waves were generated by some nonresonant process.
Key words: Moon, whistler wave, solar wind, reflected protons, Kaguya.

1. Introduction
Since the moon does not have a global magnetic field

system, the solar wind particles can access the lunar surface
directly. This results in the solar wind interaction with the
moon being quite different from that with the Earth.

Absorption of the solar wind particles by the lunar sur-
face leads to the formation of the lunar wake, a plasma
cavity in the solar wind left on the anti-solar side of the
moon (Colburn et al., 1967; Lyon et al., 1967; Ness et al.,
1968; Schubert and Lichtenstein, 1974; Ogilvie et al., 1996;
Owen et al., 1996; Bosqued et al., 1996). It has recently
been determined that not all the solar wind particles are ab-
sorbed, but that 0.1–1% of the solar wind protons are re-
flected by the lunar surface (Saito et al., 2008). Some of the
reflected protons can also access the center of the near wake
due to their large Larmour radius (Nishino et al., 2009).

The solar wind interaction with the moon generates wave
activities around the moon. WIND and Geotail spacecraft
detected monochromatic whistler waves in the solar wind
when the spacecraft were magnetically connected with the
lunar wake (Farrell et al., 1996; Nakagawa et al., 2003).
Monochromatic whistler waves were also detected by Lunar
Prospector in association with the lunar external magnetic
enhancements (LEME) or the lunar crustal magnetic field
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(Halekas et al., 2006a). These were circularly polarized
waves propagating along the magnetic field against the so-
lar wind flow. Their generation has been related to field-
aligned beams of ions or electrons.

Such monochromatic whistler waves are significant in
waveforms or in spectra, but they are rarely observed.
Instead, most commonly observed around the moon are
(1) large-amplitude, low-frequency waves with a period
of around 100 s, and (2) non-monochromatic fluctuations
whose frequencies range from 0.03 to 10 Hz. Figure 1
shows an example of the dynamic spectrum for a 24-h pe-
riod on January 4, 2008, obtained by the Kaguya/LMAG
magnetometer on its orbit around the moon. As well as in-
tense low-frequency waves at around 0.01 Hz, broadband
magnetic fluctuations are observed repeatedly in the range
from 0.03 Hz up to about 5 Hz. Similar sporadic, broad-
band (0–2 Hz) magnetic turbulence was observed by Lunar
Prospector when the spacecraft was magnetically connected
to the surface of the moon (Halekas et al., 2006b).

The aim of this paper is to present the properties of the
non-monochromatic waves observed mainly on the dayside
surface of the moon, and to discuss their generation mech-
anism.

2. Observation
The magnetic field data used in this study were ob-

tained by MAP-LMAG magnetometer (Shimizu et al.,
2008; Takahashi et al., 2009) onboard Kaguya on its or-
bit encircling the moon at an altitude of 100 km. Figure 2
shows an example of the orbit of Kaguya on March 8, 2008,
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Fig. 1. The dynamic spectra of the magnetic field components Bx , By , Bz in SSE coordinates, and the magnitude |B| obtained by KAGUYA MAP-PACE
on January 4, 2008. Overlaid are the magnetic field components and the magnitude. The magnetic field data sampled at 32 Hz were Fourier
transformed every 1024 s. The bottom two panels show the latitude and the longitude of Kaguya in the mean Earth/polar axis (ME) coordinate
system, and the x-component of the position in selenocentric solar ecliptic (SSE) coordinates together with the distance Y Zsse = √

Y 2
sse + Z2

sse
normalized by the lunar radius (red curve; Y Zsse > 1 indicates that the spacecraft was not shadowed by the moon). The orbit of Kaguya was nearly
along the terminator on this day.

when the moon was in the solar wind. The period of the
orbital motion was about 118 min at this altitude. The mag-
netic field vectors were obtained with sampling frequency
of 32 Hz.

Figure 3 shows an example of the magnetic fluctuations
observed on the orbit shown in Fig. 2. The curves on the top
four panels of Fig. 3 appear to be broad during the period
from 4:10 to 5:30 due to the magnetic fluctuations. The
spacecraft was on the solar side of the moon during the
period from 4:20 to 5:20. The magnetic fluctuations started
at 4:10, before the spacecraft got out of the lunar wake,
and persisted until 5:30, when the spacecraft had entered
into the lunar wake, as recognized in Fig. 2(c). That is,
the fluctuations were observable in the area where the solar
zenith angle was less than about 123◦ and were not observed

deep in the wake.
The bottom panel of Fig. 3 is an example of the dynamic

spectrum of the By component. The level of fluctuations en-
hanced during the period from 4:10 to 5:30. The frequency
extended up to 5 Hz for the period 4:10–5:10, and then up to
10 Hz for 5:10–5:27. Although the fluctuations were most
intense in the weak-field region around 5:20–5:27, just be-
hind a LEME observed at 5:10–5:20, for most of the time
(4:10–5:10), the magnetic fluctuations were observed far
from LEME and seem to have nothing to do with them.
Red (blue) bars at the bottom of the spectrum indicate that
the spacecraft was magnetically connected with the dayside
(nightside) surface of the moon. It should be noted that
the spacecraft was not necessarily connected with the lunar
surface when the magnetic fluctuations were observed, sug-
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Fig. 2. An example of the orbit of Kaguya on March 8, 2008. (a) The position of the moon together with Kaguya, with respect to the Earth and the
nominal bow shock. (b–d) The trajectory of Kaguya encircling the moon, projection onto the (b) x-y, (c) x-z, and (d) y-z plane of SSE coordinates.
Thin-lined curves show that the spacecraft was behind the moon.
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Fig. 3. An example of the magnetic fluctuations observed on March 8, 2008 on the orbit shown in Fig. 2. The four top panels are 1-s averages of the
magnetic field components Bx , By , and Bz in the SSE coordinate system. Gray curves are the solar wind magnetic field observed by ACE, shifted to
the Kaguya position by using the solar wind speed. ACE data are in GSE coordinates, but the difference between SSE and GSE is negligible. Bottom
panel is the dynamic spectrum of the By component obtained at a 32-Hz sampling period and Fourier transformed every 32 s.

gesting that the wave propagation was not exactly parallel
to the magnetic field.

Figure 4 shows the spectra of the magnetic fluctuations
for five different periods selected from Fig. 3. Vertical lines

indicate ion cyclotron frequencies (∼0.03 Hz for periods
(a), (b), (e); 0.06 Hz for (c); 0.02 Hz for (d)). Compared
with the quiet period Fig. 4(e) when Kaguya was in the
center of the wake, the level of the fluctuation was enhanced
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Fig. 4. The spectra of the magnetic fluctuations observed on March 8, 2008, for the periods selected from Fig. 3. Curves are for the magnetic
components of maximum (gray) and medium (black) variances, respectively. The vertical lines indicate the proton cyclotron frequency. The level of
fluctuations rose over a wide frequency range from 0.03 to 10 Hz at various locations: (a) the northern limb, (b) dayside surface, (c) on the LEME
near the southern limb, (d) behind LEME, and (e) in the central wake. The position of the spacecraft for each period can be determined in Fig. 2.

over the wide range from 0.03 to 10 Hz at the northern
limb (Fig. 4(a)), dayside surface (Fig. 4(b)), on the LEME
near the southern limb (Fig. 4(c)), and behind the LEME
just nightside of the terminator. The fluctuation level was
higher in the weak field region behind the LEME (Fig. 4(d))
than on the LEME (Fig. 4(c)). There was no clear peak
frequency, as such, the fluctuation is quite different from
the monochromatic whistler waves reported by Farrell et al.
(1996), Nakagawa et al. (2003), and Halekas et al. (2006b).

An attempt was made to obtain the propagation direction
of the magnetic fluctuations by using the minimum variance
analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967), but the ratio of the
magnetic field variations (medium to minimum variance)
was often too small to obtain the accurate direction of the
minimum variance. Figure 5 shows an example of the di-
rection of the minimum variance and the hodogram for an
8-s period from 5:24:0 to 5:24:8, during which the ratio of
medium to minimum variance was 4 and the minimum vari-
ance direction was calculated to be (0.83, 0.48, −0.28) in
SSE coordinates. The magnetic fluctuations were not prop-
agating along the field lines, as suggested by the compres-
sional component recognized from the fluctuation in the
magnitude of the magnetic field |B|. The angle between
the direction of the minimum variance and the background
magnetic field was 74◦. It was also difficult to determine
the polarization.

The 0.03- to 10-Hz fluctuations appeared repeatedly
when the spacecraft was in the solar wind (on the dayside
of the moon or near the wake boundary), and they disap-
peared as the spacecraft went into the center of the wake.
It is recognized in Fig. 1 that an alternating pattern of pres-
ence and absence of the 0.03- to 5-Hz fluctuations was re-
peated at 2-h intervals. It is also recognized that the 0.03- to
5-Hz fluctuations are independent of intense low frequency
fluctuations of 10−2 Hz. The orbit of Kaguya was nearly
along the terminator on this day. The magnetic fluctuations
were observed on the dawnside of the moon, where the so-
lar wind particles can hit the lunar surface directly due to
the 4◦ aberration angle of the solar wind flow caused by the
motion of the moon in the solar system.

3. Summary of Observations
The properties of the magnetic fluctuations are summa-

rized as follows:

i) Non-monochromatic fluctuations of the magnetic field
over the frequency range of 0.03–10 Hz were detected
by Kaguya at the altitude of 100 km above the lunar
surface.

ii) The fluctuations were almost always observed when
the spacecraft was in the solar wind, irrespective of the
local lunar crustal field. They were mainly observed
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Fig. 5. An example of the minimum variance method applied to the period 5:24:0–5:24:8. Top: the direction of the minimum variance (thick bars) and
the average magnetic field (thin lines) projected onto the x-y and x-z plane of the SSE coordinates. Bottom: The hodograms of the magnetic field.
The minimum, medium, and maximum variances were 0.15, 0.59 and 0.73, respectively.

on the solar side of the moon and also detected just
nightside of the terminator (SZA < 123◦), but they
were absent around the center of the wake.

iii) There was no clear peak frequency.
iv) The fluctuations had the compressional component.

They were not propagating along the background mag-
netic field lines.

v) They showed no preferred polarity.

4. Discussion
4.1 Mode of the wave

The observed frequency 0.03–10 Hz is the result of the
Doppler shift

ωobs = ω + k · Vsw (1)

as the spacecraft was in the solar wind flow and observed
the waves propagating in the solar wind plasma. If we
assume the waves are generated at the lunar surface and
propagate upstream against the solar wind, the observed
frequency ωobs must have been downshifted as ωobs =
ω − |k · Vsw|, with the wave number vector k and the solar
wind velocity Vsw in opposite directions. For the observed
frequency (0.03–10 Hz) to be higher than the ion cyclotron
frequency (0.03 Hz), the frequency must have been much
higher than the cyclotron frequency in the solar wind frame
of reference. The only wave that can present in the fre-
quency range is the whistler wave. In addition, only the
whistler mode can propagate against the solar wind with a
group velocity larger than the solar wind speed.

If we assume the waves are generated at upstream of
Kaguya, the observed frequency would depend on the di-
rection of propagation. Waves propagating upstream would
be convected down if the group velocity is smaller than the
solar wind flow. They would then be detected at lower fre-
quencies. On the other hand, if the waves were propagating
down the solar wind flow, they would be observed at higher

frequencies due to the Doppler shift. One might expect
that some low-frequency waves, such as magnetohydrody-
manic (MHD) waves, might have been detected by Kaguya
at a higher frequency, however, these can not account for
the frequency range up to 10 Hz as observed. Substituting
k = ω/Vph into Eq. (1), where the phase speed Vph of a
MHD wave is of the order of Alfvén speed or sound speed,
Vph ∼ 0.1Vsw, we obtain ωobs of the order of 10 ω. As the
frequency of a MHD wave is smaller than the ion cyclotron
frequency 
i ∼ 0.03 Hz for this period, the frequency ωobs

to be detected by Kaguya cannot exceed 0.3 Hz. Therefore,
we conclude that a MHD wave is not an appropriate can-
didate for the non-monochromatic waves of 0.03–10 Hz as
detected by Kaguya. Rather, it is the low-frequency waves
at around 0.01 Hz that are explained by the Doppler shift of
the MHD waves.

Given the observed frequency range up to 10 Hz, the
wave detected by Kaguya is supposed to be a whistler
mode wave. One may think it inconsistent that the non-
monochromatic waves were not propagating parallel to
the magnetic field while the monochromatic whistlers re-
ported in earlier publications were propagating parallel to
the magnetic field (Farrell et al., 1996; Nakagawa et al.,
2003). However, Halekas et al. (2006b) reported that the
monochromatic whistler waves in the close vicinity of the
moon propagated at all angles to the magnetic field with the
largest percentage near ∼40◦. Furthermore, the propaga-
tion direction of a whistler wave tends to be more and more
parallel to the magnetic field as it propagates, because the
group velocity is more parallel to the magnetic field than
the phase velocity. It might then be detected as propagat-
ing parallel to the magnetic field at a long distance from the
generation site.
4.2 Possible generation mechanism

It would be natural to think that the waves were associ-
ated with the plasma particles reflected by the lunar surface,
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Table 1. Cycrotron resonance with reflected particles.

Generation site k Detection by s/c Resonance condition (fundamental) Remark

Downstream of
s/c

Sunward Accessible if
Vg cos θkS > Vsw

ω − |k(Ve‖ − Vsw‖) cos θk B | = 
e Impossible as ω <


e

ω − |k(Vi‖ − Vsw‖) cos θk B | = −
i OK

Anti-
sunward

Inaccessible to s/c (Accessible only on
the limb)

Upstream of s/c Sunward Accessible if
Vg cos θkS < Vsw
(convected down)

ω − |k(Ve‖ − Vsw‖) cos θk B | = 
e Impossible as ω <


e

ω − |k(Vi‖ − Vsw‖) cos θk B | = −
i OK

Anti-
sunward

Accessible ω + |k(Ve‖ − Vsw‖) cos θk B | = 
e Not likely as
ωobs 
 
e

ω + |k(Vi‖ − Vsw‖) cos θk B | = −
i Impossible as
ωobs > 0

θkS : the angle between the wave number vector k and the solar wind velocity Vsw.

as the waves were mainly observed on the solar side surface
of the moon.

A reflected particle with the velocity Vp measured in the
rest frame would be injected into the solar wind with a
velocity (Vp − Vsw) in the solar wind frame of reference
(Fig. 6). If we assume the particles to be ions or elec-
trons reflected by or emitted by the surface of the moon,
they would start gyrating after the injection into the solar
wind magnetic field, and the velocity component parallel to
the magnetic field (Vp‖ − Vsw‖) ≡ (Vp − Vsw) · ê would
contribute to the Doppler shift of the whistler waves as ob-
served from the particles, where ê ≡ B0/|B0| is the unit
vector parallel to the background magnetic field.

In the following sections, we discuss the generation
mechanism of the whistler wave.
4.3 Cyclotron resonance

First, we examine a cyclotron resonance of the solar wind
particles reflected by the lunar surface. Table 1 lists the
possible resonance conditions of the whistler waves and
reflected particles.

The condition of the cyclotron resonance of the
upstream-propagating whistler wave and the reflected parti-
cles would be

ω − ∣∣k
(
Ve‖ − Vsw‖

)
cos θk B

∣∣ = 
e (2)

for electrons (p = e), and

ω − ∣∣k
(
Vi‖ − Vsw‖

)
cos θk B

∣∣ = −
i (3)

for ions (p = i), where 
i is the ion cyclotron frequency
and θk B is the angle between the wave number vector k and
the magnetic field B0. Note that the signs of Ve‖ and Vi‖ are
negative when Vsw‖ is positive, as the particles are reflected.
The negative sign on the ion cyclotron frequency 
i indi-
cates that the rotation (left-handed) is in opposite direction

 Vsw 

 Vsw 

 Vp 

 Vp 

 Vp - Vsw 

 v  x 

 v  x 

 v  ,v  y   z 

 v  ,v  y   z 

 v 

 v 

 Moon 

 (a) 

 (b) 

 (c) 

Fig. 6. Schematic illustrations of (a) the velocity of an incident solar
wind and the reflected particles scattered into various directions, (b) the
velocity distribution of the solar wind and the reflected particles in the
rest frame fixed on the lunar surface, (c) the velocity distribution of the
reflected particles in the solar wind frame of reference.
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from the rotation of the whistler wave (right-handed) in the
solar wind frame. The resonance with electrons (Eq. (2)) is
impossible because the angular frequency ω of the whistler
wave is smaller than the electron cyclotron frequency 
e.
Subtracted by |k(Ve‖−Vsw‖) cos θk B |, the angular frequency
can never become equal to 
e.

The resonance condition for downstream-propagating
waves are

ω + ∣∣k
(
Ve‖ − Vsw‖

)
cos θk B

∣∣ = 
e (4)

for electrons (p = e), and

ω + ∣∣k
(
Vi‖ − Vsw‖

)
cos θk B

∣∣ = −
i (5)

for ions (p = i). Again, the resonance condition (4)
for electrons is not likely because the observed frequency
ωobs = ω +|kVsw‖ cos θk B | is much smaller than 
e and the
magnitude of |kVe‖ cos θk B |, which is equal to or smaller
than |kVsw‖ cos θk B |, is also too small to match 
e.

Accordingly, we conclude that the resonant particles
must be protons if we assume cyclotron resonance as a gen-
eration mechanism of the whistler wave. A famous exam-
ple of whistler waves generated through the cyclotron reso-
nance with ions is the upstream waves at the Earth’s bow
shock (Fairfield, 1974). There are two major frequency
ranges of the waves upstream from the Earth’s bow shock,
0.01–0.05 Hz and 0.5–4 Hz. The former is thought to be
MHD waves generated by the ions that are reflected by the
bow shock to reach far upstream of the observer because of
the large Larmour radius and then convected down by the
solar wind flow (see Fairfield, 1969; Russell, 1994a, b). The
latter is the whistler waves generated at the bow shock by
the reflected ions, which propagate against the solar wind.
The two frequency ranges seem to be analogous to those
observed near the moon. The Earth’s bow shock is a huge
obstacle as seen from the perspective of the solar wind ions.
We need to examine whether the moon reflects a significant
number of solar wind ions.

Figure 7 compares the non-monochromatic waves with
the reflected protons detected by the MAP-PACE Ion Mass
Analyzer (IMA) onboard Kaguya (Saito et al., 2008). It has
been reported that 0.1–1% of the solar wind protons are re-
flected back from the moon instead of being absorbed by
the lunar surface. Enhancement of magnetic fluctuations
occurred during the period from 12:27 to 13:40, covering
the period of detection of reflected protons between 12:40
and 13:30 as recognized at < ∼0.5 keV in the IMA spec-
trogram. The magnetic fluctuations began earlier than the
detection of the reflected ions. The start time of the mag-
netic fluctuations corresponds to the time when the space-
craft got out from the wake and into the solar wind. This is
because the waves generated by the reflected ions mainly on
the dayside of the moon were convected down by the solar
wind to the nightside to be detected by Kaguya. The mag-
netic fluctuations also persisted after the disappearance of
the reflected ions until the spacecraft entered into the wake.
A similar pattern was observed for the next two revolutions.

Figure 7 shows that the fluctuations were weak during
the period from 13:15 to 13:35, despite the fact that the
reflected protons were continuously observed. A part of the

period (13:22–13:35) might be related with the absence of
the magnetic connection to the lunar surface, but the period
of the disconnection was much shorter. It is not surprising
that the periods of absence of the magnetic connection and
weak fluctuations disagree because the propagation of the
waves was not exactly parallel to the magnetic field. The
reason for the depression of the fluctuation is not known,
and any attempt to determine it would require a simulation
study of the trajectories of the reflected particles and the
mechanism of the excitation of the waves in which the
configuration of the magnetic field would play a crucial
role.

Although the non-monochromatic whistlers near the
moon and the whistler waves upstream of the Earth’s bow
shock resemble each other in terms of frequency range,
they are quite different in bandwidth and polarization.
The whistlers upstream from the bow shock were a cir-
cularly polarized, monochromatic wave, while the non-
monochromatic whistler waves near the moon show no peak
frequency or preferred polarization. The wide range of
frequency may be explained by the dispersion of the ve-
locity of the reflected protons. According to Saito et al.
(2008), the protons were scattered into various directions
rather than reflected specularly. The velocity component
parallel to the magnetic field (Vi‖ − Vsw‖) would be dis-
tributed over a significant range, as illustrated in Fig. 6(c).
The resonant condition and thus the resonant frequency de-
pend on (Vi‖ − Vsw‖). Figure 8 shows the resonant condi-
tions for Eq. (3) for upstream-propagating waves with re-
flected ions, represented by two lines with different inclina-
tions |(Vi‖ −Vsw‖) cos θk B |, together with a dispersion curve
of the whistler wave

ck

ω
= ωp√

ω(
e cos θk B)
. (6)

The lines cross the dispersion curve at different angular
frequencies ω, depending on the inclination. Thus, it is
expected that the scattered protons might cause cyclotron
resonance over a wide range of frequency.

Here we have assumed that whistler waves with a vari-
ety of (ω, k) would be generated that would correspond to a
range of resonant velocities of the reflected protons and that
they co-exist in the solar wind flow near the moon. How-
ever, it would require further theoretical or numerical work
to determine whether the whistler mode would become un-
stable over the wide range of frequency as observed here.

The highest resonant frequency is given by the steepest
line in Fig. 8. According to Saito et al. (2008), the energy
of the reflected protons are 70% of the incident solar wind,
that is, |Vi | ∼ 0.84Vsw. Therefore, we can estimate the
largest inclination of the order of 1.84 Vsw cos θk B . A so-
lar wind speed of ∼350 km s−1 and a plasma density of
∼6 × 106 m−3 were estimated from the upstream observa-
tion by ACE. The estimated electron density agreed with
the plasma frequency obtained from the plasma wave mea-
surement made by LRS/WFC instrument onboard Kaguya
(courtesy of Y. Kasahara). By substituting these param-
eters together with 
e = 2π × 1.4 × 102 Hz, ωp =
2π × 2.2 × 104 Hz, and 
i/
e = 0.54 × 10−3 into
Eqs. (3) and (6), we obtain the highest resonance frequency
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Fig. 7. The magnitude of the magnetic field |B| and the components Bx , By , Bz observed by Kaguya (black) and ACE (gray, shifted to the Kaguya
position using the solar wind speed), the dynamic spectrum for By component, red (blue) bars which indicate the magnetic connection of the spacecraft
to the dayside (nightside) surface of the moon, and the energy-time (E-t) spectrograms (adapted from figure 2 of Saito et al., 2008) obtained on
February 27, 2008 by the MAP-PACE. (a) IEA instrument whose sensor was directed away from the moon, showing the direct observation of the
solar wind at ∼0.6 keV between 12:40 and 13:30 UT, and (b) IMA instrument which was looking into the dayside surface of the moon, showing the
protons coming from the moon (marked with the blue bar above the spectrogram). Panels (c) and (d) show the solar zenith angle at Kaguya, and
position of the spacecraft in ME coordinate system, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustrations of the dispersion relation of the whistler wave (the curve), the resonant condition (dark lines), and the equation of the
Doppler shift (light lines). Note that Vi ∼ −0.84Vsw.

ω/
e = 0.1 cos θk B at ck/
e = 53, which corresponds
to 14 cos θk B Hz. The waves would be Doppler shifted and
then observed by Kaguya. Using Eq. (1) we obtain the high-
est frequency to be observed as (14 cos θk B − 8 cos θkS) Hz,
where θkS is the angle between the wave number vector and
the solar wind flow. This result seems to be consistent with
the upper frequency of ∼10 Hz of the observed waves, as
the wave number vector k was not parallel to the magnetic
field nor the solar wind flow.

The whistler waves can propagate upstream against the
solar wind if the group velocity Vg = 2c

√
ω
e cos θk B/ωp

overcomes the bulk flow as

Vg cos θkS > Vsw. (7)

This condition is satisfied at frequencies higher than
1.2/ cos θk B cos θkS Hz for the parameters of February 27,
2008. In other words, low-frequency components of the
non-monochromatic waves whose frequency is less than
1.2 Hz can not come from downstream of the spacecraft.
They must be generated upstream of the spacecraft and then
convected down. Indeed, the altitude of Kaguya, 100 km
above the lunar surface, seems to be too low with respect to
the Larmour radius of the reflected ions, which is as large
as 1000 km. The ions can not rotate even one cycle of gy-
ration before they reach the altitude of the spacecraft. It
may therefore be difficult for the waves to grow through the
cyclotron resonance before reaching the spacecraft.
4.4 Some non-resonant instabilities

Another possibility is that the broadband emission was
due to some non-resonant instabilities. Injection of the re-
flected protons into the solar wind plasma causes relative
cross-field electron-ion streaming in which modified two-
stream instability may be present (McBride et al., 1972;
Wu et al., 1984; Matsukiyo and Scholer, 2003). The ad-
vantages of the modified two-stream instability is that it
grows within a short period that is comparable to the lower-
hybrid frequency and much shorter than the gyro period and
that the fluctuations have a compressional component. The
broadband emission may then be due to a cascade process

(Matsukiyo and Scholer, 2003; Gary et al., 2008). It would
require further work to determine the generation mecha-
nism as well as the growth rate of the whistler waves and
the direction of the wave number k to be chosen.

5. Conclusion
The non-monochromatic, 0.03- to 10-Hz fluctuations of

the magnetic field were detected by Kaguya at an altitude
of 100 km above the lunar surface when the spacecraft
was in the solar wind. The magnetic fluctuations were the
whistler mode wave generated by the protons reflected by
the lunar surface. The waves were not propagating paral-
lel to the magnetic field, and the fluctuations had a com-
pressional component. There was no peak frequency nor
prefered polarization. The observed frequency range can
be explained by cyclotron resonance of the whistler waves
with the protons reflected by the lunar surface; however, it
is not known why they were not propagating parallel to the
magnetic field. Another possibility that the cross field ve-
locity difference between the reflected ions and incident so-
lar wind particles may cause some nonresonant instability,
such as modified two-stream instability. Further theoretical
or numerical work are required to reveal the exact genera-
tion mechanism.
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